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The Neolithic Period of Korea Proper

CHAPTER FOUR
THE XIANBEI YAN AND
THE YE-MAEK TUNGUS OF CHOSUN, PUYEO AND KOGURYEO
CONFLICTS AND COEXISTENCE

1. The Neolithic Period of Korea Proper

4.1. Broad-bladed Bronze Dagger
from (1) Zhao-yang, Daling He Basin;
(2) Song-hua River Basin; (3) Liaodong Peninsula 旅順樓上 三號墳;
(4) Pyung-yang; (5) Song-guk-ri,
Puyeo; (6) Yeo-chon City, Jeon-Nam;
(7) Shen-yang 鄭家窪 (a transitional
shape to narrow-bladed dagger)

The Neolithic period of Korea proper, characterized
by comb-patterned Chul-mun pottery, began c. 8000 BCE.
According to Barnes (1993: 109), “the Fuhe, Hong-shan and
Xin-le shared a textured-pottery tradition more similar to the
incised Chul-mun of the Korean peninsula than the Neolithic
cultures of the China Mainland.”1 A new style represented by
the plain Mumun pottery began to appear in Korea proper c.
2000 BC, designating the late Neolithic (see Nelson, 1993: 1136). According to Nelson (1993: 158, 161), pottery from many
sites in Liao-ning and Heilong-jiang is similar to the plain
Mumun pottery from other Manchurian sites and the Korean
peninsula.
Evidence of millet farming found at the Liao-dong
area is dated c. 5000 BCE. Rice discovered in the Korean
peninsula dates from 2400 and 2100 BCE.2 Perhaps a group of
southern Chinese who were cultivating rice crossed the Yellow
Sea and found a similar ecological niche in the southern
peninsula. By taking advantage of northeasterly winds, ships
could sail in summer directly from the mouth of the Yang-zi
River toward the southwestern tip of the Korean peninsula. It
is quite possible that the first non-trivial landing of southern
Mongoloid DNA on the Korean peninsula was occasioned by
the arrival of rice cultivators from southern China. 3
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Xu Yu-lin (Nelson, 1995: 66, 79) sees

BLADE OF BRONZE DAGGER CAST SEPARATELY FROM HILT

the Chul-mun pottery of the Korean

We find some hint of bronze in the Neolithic Hongshan culture (c. 4000-3000 BCE). The Lower Xiajia-dian
culture (c. 2000-1500 BCE) produced small bronze objects
such as rings, knives, and handles. Most archeologists, however,
believe that the full-fledged Bronze Age began c. 1500 BCE in
the Manchurian basin and c. 1000 BCE in the Korean
peninsula.4 According to Barnes (1993: 162), “the peninsular
Bronze Age per se is defined by the intrusion of the [broadbladed] Liao-ning dagger from the Manchurian Basin.” Unlike
the Han Chinese bronze daggers, the blade of Liao-ning
daggers was cast separately from the hilt. According to Nelson
(1993: 133), “Liao-ning dagger is found abundantly in the Liaodong peninsula and around Bohai Bay, as well as in Korea, but
it is not found in China south of the Great Wall.”
Molds for bronze daggers, arrowheads, (fine-lined)
mirrors, fishhooks, and axes, and other bronze artifacts such as
bells, (animal-shaped) belt buckles, buttons, horse trappings,
and chariot ornaments have appeared in the plain Mumun
pottery sites throughout the peninsula.5 The origins of the
(broad and narrow bladed) bronze dagger and the fine-lined
mirror that are found in abundance in the Korean peninsula are
traced to the Upper Xiajia-dian culture (1100-300 BCE). 6

peninsula as closely related to the

THE HIGHEST DENSITY OF DOLMEN

The word dolmen is Celtic in origin, from tol (table)
and men (stone). In Asia, dolmen is found from India and
Manchuria to Kyūshu, but the highest density on earth
(exceeding 100,000 units) is found in Korea proper. According
to Nelson (1993: 159, 163), the number of dolmen in Korea
suggests their indigenous origin as well as the possibility that
the Ye-maek ruling elites tried “to mark their territory by
means of their burial places, as occurred in the British Isles.”
The Stonehenge in England was built during the Late Neolithic
Period and Early Bronze Age (c. 1800-1400 BCE).
The northern-type dolmen in Korea proper, emerged
in the late Chulmun period (c. 4000-3000 BCE), has huge slabs
and capstone (weighing up to 300 tons), forming a cist-like
chamber above ground. The southern-type dolmen, emerged in

incised jars of Liao-dong. According to
Nelson (1995: 10), closely related
pottery is found throughout
northeastern Asia, including coastal
Siberia, Korea, and Japan, and “it
differs in construction and decorative
techniques from pottery further south in
China.” According to Guo (Nelson,
1995: 30-32), six kilns (each one
consisting of pottery chamber, fire
channel, and fire pit) have been
discovered at a Hong-shan site. Guo
contends that these kilns are more
advanced than the single-room kilns
discovered in the Yang-shao culture.
2

See Nelson (1993: 108, 147).
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Kim (1986: 121), Kim and Kim (2005)
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See Barnes (1993: 160-1).
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See Nelson (1993: 137-8).
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See Pai (2000: 200, 203).
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See Barnes (1993: 166).
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Xu Yu-lin (Nelson, 1995: 80) contends

that “the Liao-dong, Shan-dong, and
Korean peninsulas have influences and
close relationships among them in the
Neolithic.” The Dong-yi, who built
dolmens around the Shan-dong
peninsular region, were either absorbed
or pushed into the Manchurian basin by
the Han Chinese.

Chulmum-Mumun Pottery, Bronze Dagger, and Dolmen
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the late Bronze Age (say, after 1000 BCE), has a large capstone
resting on several smaller stones at ground level with the burial
in a (slab-built) stone cist or jar coffin in the ground
underneath. The distribution of the two types of dolmen
overlaps considerably. The dolmen sites never yield iron, and
hence dolmen-building is thought to have been discontinued by
300 BCE at the latest.7
According to Nelson (1995: 16), dolmens in the
Manchurian plain and Liao-dong peninsula reveal “close
connections with those in the Korean peninsula in contents as
well as construction.”8 Necklaces of tubular beads as well as
comma-shaped beads (gok-ok) appear in burials that connect
the Korean peninsula, Japanese islands, and Manchuria with the
northern edge of Mongolia and Transbaikalia.9 Dolmen, the
status symbol of Ye-maek ruling elites, characterizes the Dongyi culture of the Manchurian basin and the Korean peninsula.
Similarities between the Manchurian basin and the
Korean peninsula, observed in the Neolithic sites in the form
of comb-patterned Chul-mun pottery, continue in the Bronze
Age sites in the form of plain Mumun pottery, dolmens, and
bronze daggers. The placement of the bronze dagger in burials
continued for over a thousand years, from the earliest stage of
the Upper Xiajia-dian culture to the late stage of dolmen and
stone-cists burials. Pai (2000: 201) notes the fact that the most
common bronzes found with the dagger are dagger handles,
and the next most numerous finds are bronze spearheads and
halberd types originated in the Old Yan state.

2. The Ancient Yan and the Ye-maek Chosun

4.2. Dolmens unearthed at (from top)
Liao-dong Peninsula 海城縣 析木城;
Mun-heung-ri, Kang-dong-gun, Pyungyang; Eun-yul, Hwang-hae-do;
Su-ip-ri, Po-cheon-gun, Kyung-gi-do;
Do-san-ri, A-san-myun, Ko-chang-gun,
Jeon-ra-buk-do; and Ku-ji-bong

龜旨峯, 金海

According to the Shi-ji, King Wu (r. 1049-43 BCE) of
the Western Zhou conquered Shang in 1045 BCE, and
commanded his half-brother, the Duke of Shao, to release Ji-zi
(Kija) from the imprisonment imposed on him by the last king
of Shang (who was a relative of Ji-zi). The Shi-ji then created
the legend that King Wu enfeoffed Shao-gong as the ruler of
(Northern) Yan, and also enfeoffed Kija as the ruler of
Chosun, an eastern neighbor of Yan. With a few strokes, Si-ma
Qian installed two ancient Han Chinese royal scions as
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founders of the states located in the traditional domain of
both Dong-hu and Ye-maek Tungus.10
Shao-gong was given responsibility for the area near
modern Beijing that controls the northern entrance to North
China’s Central Plain between the Tai-hang Mountains and the
sea. Sima Qian wrote that King Wu enfeoffed Shao-gong as the
ruler of “Northern” Yan. Shi-ji notes that there must be some
other Yan, such as the “Southern” Yan.
According to Guo (1995b: 178), burials of Lower
Xiajia-dian culture were found at Liuli-he in Beijing at levels
earlier than the Shang dynasty, beneath the level of the Early
Western Zhou in what became the capital of the Shao-gong’s
Yan State. The character for “Yan” had already existed in
inscriptions on oracle bones. At Fang-shan in the west of
Beijing, several bronze artifacts with the inscription of Yan
Hou were excavated. An inscription naming Yan Hou was also
found in Rehe (Jehol) of modern-day Liao-ning province.
Loewe and Shaughnessy note: “This connection suggests either
that the influence of Yan extended northward into Liao-ning
or that bronzes from near Beijing were captured and taken to
Liao-ning.”11
Chosun appears in the records on the ruler of Qi
(685-643 BCE) in the Guan-zi that was compiled during the
Warring States Period.12 Puyeo and Chosun both appear in the
Shi-ji records on Yan in the fourth century BCE. The History
of Later Han records that the area of Ye, Ok-jeo and
Koguryeo originally belonged to the territory of Chosun.13
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See Watson (1971: 131, 136).
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史記 卷四 周本紀 第四 武王…

命召公釋箕子之囚
史記 卷三十八 宋微子世家第八 箕
子者紂親戚也… 周武王伐紂克殷…
訪問箕子…封箕子於朝鮮 而不臣也
史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家第 四
周武王之滅紂 封召公於北燕

宋忠

曰 有南燕 故云北燕 其在成王時
召公爲三公 自陝以西 召公主之 自
陝以東 周公主之 陝者 蓋今弘農陝
縣是也
11

匽侯 (熱河 凌源縣 海島 營子村

馬廠溝) See Loewe and Shaughnessy
(1999: 312 and 410).
12

管子 卷二十三 輕重甲 第八十

桓公曰 四夷不服…管子對曰…朝鮮
不朝... [管仲,?...645 BCE]
13

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第

六十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒… 東北邊胡
上谷至遼東…北鄰烏桓夫餘 東綰穢
貉[貊]朝鮮…之利

THE “LONG WALL” CONSTRUCTED BY THE YAN

According to the Shi-ji, a Qin general named Meng
Tian conquered the Ordos area (within the northern loop of
the Yellow River) in 221 BCE, and started constructing the
Long Wall. Mobilizing 300,000 men, Meng Tian continued the
construction work (mostly with tamped earth) until his death in
210 BC. Meng Tian awed and terrified the Xiong-nu until his
death, attacking other territories in what is now Inner Mongolia
and Gan-su area. Meng Tian’s wall consolidated and linked
other walls: that built by (the Warring Period) Qin itself c. 300
BCE; the wall built by Wei in 353 BCE; the wall built by Zhao
c. 300 BCE; and a Yan wall built c. 311-290 BCE. Many

後漢書卷八十五 東夷列傳 濊 濊及
沃沮句麗本皆朝鮮之地也
遼史 地理志二 東京遼陽府本 朝鮮
之地
14

See Twitchett and Loewe (1986:42,

62-6). In 211 BCE, thirty thousand
families were relocated to the Ordos
region, being rewarded with an
advance of one degree for each family
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in the hierarchy of honorary ranks
which had been established by Shang
Yang.

史記 卷八十八 蒙恬列傳 始皇二十
六年… 乃使蒙恬將三十萬衆北逐戎
狄 收河南 築長城…起臨沮 至遼東
延袤萬餘里… 暴師於外十餘年…是
時蒙恬威振匈奴
15

三國志 魏書 東夷傳 韓傳 魏 略

曰 昔箕子之後朝鮮候 見周衰 燕自
尊爲王 [323 BCE] 欲東略之 朝鮮候
亦自稱爲王 欲興兵逆擊燕以尊周
室…燕乃遣將秦開攻其西方 取地二
千餘里 至滿番汗爲界 朝鮮遂弱 使
蒙恬築長城

至遼東...及漢以盧綰爲

燕王 朝鮮與燕界於浿(沛)水
The Wei-Lüe was compiled between
280 and 289 CE by Yu Huan, and about
40 percent of Dongyi-zhuan (of the
Wei-shu in San-guo-zhi) consists of
quotations from the Wei-Lüe.
16

史記 卷第一百十 凶奴列傳 第五

十 燕有賢將秦開 匈爲質於胡 胡甚
信之 歸而襲破走東胡 東胡卻千餘
里…燕亦築長城 自造陽至襄平 韋
昭云今遼東所理也… 置上谷漁陽右
北平遼西遼東郡而拒胡
Yoon (1986: 53) has contended that
Xiang-ping was in Liao-dong that was
located east of the modern-day Luan
River.
17

historians imagine, in the absence of any archeological
evidence, that the Qin Long Wall (and by the same token, the
Yan Long Wall) ran a good deal farther north and east than the
Great Wall now extant (which dates principally from the Ming
dynasty and includes much stone construction), crossing the
modern-day Liao River and reaching far down to the Yalu
River. They imagine this simply because the Shi-ji records that
the Qin Long Wall started at Lin-tao and extended to “Liaodong” to a distance of almost ten thousand li.14
The Zhou court (1099/56-256 BCE) fell into
complete decay and the Warring States period began in 403
BCE. According to the Wei-Lüe (quoted in the Three Han
section of Dongyi-zhuan that was compiled c. 280-97 CE),
when the Zhou became weak, the ruler of Yan assumed the
title of king [in 323 BCE]; then the “Lord of Chosun, a scion
of Ji-zi (Kija)” also declared himself king; and these two states
were on the brink of fighting each other. The armed conflicts
between Chosun and Yan at last occurred c. 300 BCE. The Yan
dispatched a general named Qin Kai (active during 311-279
BCE) to invade Chosun and acquired land of two thousand li.15
According to the Xiong-nu section of Shi-ji, Qin Kai was the
Yan general who had been taken hostage by the Dong-hu and
enjoyed their fullest confidence. However, after returning to
Yan, Qin Kai mounted a surprise attack on the Dong-hu in 311
BCE, making the Dong-hu retreat about a thousand li. The
Shi-ji then notes that the Yan established five provinces (Shanggu, Yu-yang, Youbei-ping, Liao-xi and Liao-dong) and
constructed a “Long Wall” from Zao-yang to Xiang-ping. The
Shi-ji notes that Xiang-ping was located in the “Liao-dong”
province. 16
According to the Han-shu, all of these five provinces
were located [as of 195 BCE] west of the Qin Long Wall, and
not a single one of them was located outside the Wall. 17 The
Shi-ji records that the Meng Tian’s Long Wall reached Liaodong. So modern historians draw maps of both the Yan and
the Qin Long Wall going east, crossing the “modern-day” Liao
River, and then reaching down the Yalu River.

漢書 卷四十 張陳王周傳 第十

周勃 燕王盧綰反[195 BCE] 勃…擊
下…後擊綰軍沮陽…追至長城 定上

THE LOCATION OF LIAO RIVER AND THE LIAO-DONG

According to the Shi-ji, the walls built by the Yan and
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谷十二縣 右北平十六縣 遼東二十
九縣 漁陽二十二縣
18

See also Yoon (1986: 43-58).

史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀 第六 二十
一年…取 燕 薊城… 燕 王東收遼東而
王之 二十五年[222 BCE]…攻燕遼東
得燕王喜 三十二年 始皇之碣石 使
燕 人…刻碣石門 壤城郭 決通堤防
三十六年…遷北河榆中三萬家 拜爵
一級
二世皇帝元年…二世東行郡縣 …至
碣石…而盡刻始皇所立刻石 石旁著
大臣從者名

以章先帝成功盛德焉

皇帝曰 金石刻盡始皇帝所爲也…刻
石…遂至遼東而還

4.3. Location of the Long Wall allegedly
built by the Yan (Di Cosmo, 2002: 141)
11. Chi-feng; 12. Jian-ping;
13. Fu-xin; and 14. Karachin Banner

The So-called “Yan Long Wall”

4.4. (top) Bronze Horn Chalice, Kyodong Tomb No. 7, Chang-nyung;
(middle) Clay Horn Chalice with Horse
Head, Bok-cheon-dong, Pusan; and
(bottom) Excavated Site Unknown
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rebuilt by the Qin reached “Liao-dong.” The crucial question is
the location of the “Liao River” and “Liao-dong” prior to the
Han Wu-di’s conquest of Chosun in 108 BCE. The twelfth
century map of Di Li Tu clearly shows that the present-day
Luan River was called the Liao River in former times, while the
present-day Liao River was called the Lesser Liao River. Hence
the “Liao-dong” recorded in the Shi-ji must have implied the
east of the Luan River. That is, the Liao-xi and Liao-dong
provinces established by the Yan must have been located near
the modern-day Luan River, while the other three provinces
were located in northern Hebei. Now we will examine more
closely the records of the Shi-ji.
According to the Shi-ji, Shi-huang-di’s army captured
the Yan capital, Ji-cheng, in 226 BCE, the King of Yan
“retrieved” Liao-dong to be king there, the Qin army attacked
Liao-dong in 222 BCE and captured the last king of Yan, Shihuang-di built a castle at Jie-shi and engraved an epitaph in 215
BCE, his son made a tour to “Jie-shi” and personally observed
the epitaph in the very first year (210 BCE) of his accession to
the throne, glorified the great feats of his father, and duly came
back from “Liao-dong.” The Jie-shi Mountain is located in the
modern-day Chang-li prefecture to the east of the modern-day
Luan River. The area around Jie-shi was “Liao-dong,” where
the last king of Yan was captured. Shan-hai-guan, where the
now extant Great Wall begins, must have marked the eastern
boundary of Liao-dong at the final days of the Han Chinese
(Northern) Yan kingdom and also at the time of the Shihuang-di’s Qin Empire. 18 We now examine the Huai-nan-zi
and Yan-ti-lun.
The Pei River was recorded in the Dong-yi zhuan as
the border between Yan and Chosun. The Luan, Daling, Liao,
Hun, Yalu, Cheong-cheon, and Tae-dong rivers have been
proposed by various scholars as plausible candidates for the Pei
River. Shim (2002: 302), however, notes that “post-Qin people
still considered the area in the Luan and Daling River valleys as
Chosun.” Shim quotes Huai-nan-zi, written in the second
century BC: “At the eastern end [of Han], beyond Jie-shi
mountain, [we] pass through Chosun, a state of benevolent and
great people.” Shim also quotes Yan-ti-lun, complied in the first
century BC: “the state of Yan is said to have been blocked by
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Jie-shi Mountain.”19
If “Liao-dong” implies east of the modern-day Luan
River, then the location of not only the Yan Long Wall but also
the Qin Long Wall coincides with the location of the now
extant Great Wall. Furthermore, the twenty-nine provinces of
Liao-dong that were recorded in the Han-shu as having been
pacified by general Zhou Po, dispatched by Han Gao-zu in 195
BCE, must have been located between the Luan River and the
Great Wall. The archeological evidence from the so-called “Yan
Long Wall,” allegedly built by the Han Chinese, also supports
this location.

The Xianbei Yan and the Ye-maek Tungus

19

鹽鐵論 卷九 險固...燕塞碣石

淮南子 墜形訓 [西漢 劉安] 遼水
出碣石山 自塞北東流 直遼東之西
南入海
呂氏春秋 卷十三 有始覽 遼水出砥
石山 自塞北東流 直至遼東之西南
入海
The modern-day Luan River is the
largest river nearest the Jie-shi

ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDINGS FROM THE SO-CALLED “YAN

Mountain, but the Luan River flows in

LONG WALL” SITES

the west of Jie-shi Mountain. There is

Remains of a line of fortifications (built with stamped
earth and stone), comprised of lookout posts, ramparts,
ditches, small and large forts, beacon towers, and stone walls
blocking mountain passes, were found running approximately
from the Karachin Banner (southwest of Chi-feng) in the west
to the Fu-xin district (northeast of Chao-yang) in the east. This
line of fortifications is alleged to be the “Long Wall”
constructed by the (Shao-gong’s Northern) Yan. Many people
imagine that the walls extend further to the west and east. The
following are the archeological findings reported by Di Cosmo
(2002: 148-50, 157), but without his own interpretation of
those findings.
Several citadels and round habitations built in stone
on high terrain were discovered along the line of the walls
from which archeologists have recovered artifacts attributed to
the Upper Xiajia-dian culture. Both outside and inside this line
of fortifications, the cultural remains are exclusively “nonChinese.” Archeologists believe that the original dwellers were
Dong-hu. Archeological excavations in the proximity of the
section of the wall near Chi-feng also reveal the presence of
the Upper Xiajia-dian and the Ordos bronze cultures.20 It is
obvious that the whole area was inhabited exclusively by nonChinese, mostly pastoral people.
The wall was not built to separate nomad and farmer,
but to establish a strong military presence to control the
movement of people. There is no evidence that the wall

indeed a river flowing east from the Jieshi Mountain, but it is extremely small.
Since a river often changes its path
over time, it is quite possible that lower
Luan River did flow east of the Jie-shi
Mountain two thousand years ago.
20

The excavation of a large number of

bronze objects, such as knives with
ringed handles, horse- and bird-motif
ornaments, bell ornaments, buttons,
earrings, and belt hooks places this
area in a cultural context that is fully
outside the Central Plain sphere.

4.5. Blacksmith Work, Koguryeo,
O-hoi-bun No. 4 Tomb Painting, Jian
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The So-called Yan Long Wall

protected the Han Chinese settlements in areas traditionally
inhabited by alien peoples engaged mainly in pastoral activities.
We still do not know the precise function of the wall, nor what
it was actually defending, but clearly it served to defend nonagricultural territory from some threat.
The sole basis for attributing this line of fortifications,
running from Karachin Banner to the Fu-xin, to the work of
the Yan (dating no later than 299 BCE) is the “Long Wall”
mentioned in the Shi-zhi.
THE ANCIENT YAN STATE AND ITS LONG WALL

4.6 Koguryeo Tomb Paintings
(top two) Tomb of Dancing (Ji’an)
and (bottom two) Duck-heung-ri,
Kang-seo, Nam-po city

We now examine the records of Dongyi-zhuan. The
Ye section of Dongyi-zhuan states that, at the end of the Qin
dynasty when the empire was plunged in chaos by rebellion (in
209 BCE), tens of thousands of people started to flee from
northeastern China (Qi, Zhao and Yan) to Chosun, and a Yan
person named Wei Man came (c. 206-195 BCE) “with a
topknot wearing barbarian clothes.” Wei Man was entrusted
with the custody of refugees in the western frontier district,
but he eventually usurped the throne of Chosun. The Han
section of Dongyi-zhuan records that the king of Chosun who
was thrown out by Wei Man fled south to the [Three] Han (old
Chin) area in the southern peninsula and called himself the
King of Han.21 Sima Qian wrote that King Wu enfeoffed
Shao-gong as the ruler of Northern Yan, and Shi-ji notes that
there must be some other Yan, such as the Southern Yan. We
are not sure whether the Yan from which Wei Man came
represents the Shao-gong’s Northern Yan or some other Yan
of Donghu-Xianbei, such as the Southern Yan that appears in
the Shi-ji.
During the hundred year period from 336-436 CE,
there appeared five Yan states, namely, the Former Yan (33770), the Later Yan (384-408), the Western Yan (384-94), the
Southern Yan (398-410), and the Northern Yan (409-36).
Surprisingly, the rulers of the Northern Yan, located in the
Hebei-Liaoxi area, were Han Chinese, while the rulers of all
other Yan states, including the Southern Yan that was located
in the Shan-dong peninsula, were all Murong Xianbei. Circa
206-195 BC, the Yan person named Wei Man “with a topknot
wearing barbarian clothes” could have come to Chosun from a
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Xianbei (Southern) Yan instead of a Han Chinese (Northern)
Yan.
Park (2000) shows that the so-called Ming knife coins
that were manufactured c. 300-100 BCE are excavated in
abundance at the Liao-xi sites around Chi-feng and Chao-yang
(presumably the Donghu-Xianbei “Southern” Yan sites), and
also excavated in abundance, conspicuously together with
narrow-bladed bronze daggers, in the Liao-dong area and
northwestern region of the Korean peninsula (presumably the
Old Chosun sites), but almost none of them are excavated in
the west of the Luan River and below the Great Wall
(presumably the Han Chinese Shao-gong’s “Northern” Yan
sites).
There were two distinct types of the so-called Ming
knife coins; one with a “Yan” pictograph, and the other with a
“Ming” pictograph. According to Zhang (2004), the knife coin
with pictograph “(0))” ---which depicts an eye and should be
read as Yan 燕, 匽--- was manufactured in the Yan State, and
the knife coin with “(0” ---which should be read as Ming 明,
indicating the Ming Barbarians of Kija (Ji-zi) 箕子之明夷, i.e.,
the Chosun State--- was manufactured in Chosun. The knife
coins excavated from the capital of Shao-gong’s Yan, Ji-cheng
(Beijing), have pointed tips with smooth curve down the back
without bearing any pictograph. (See Appendix 4.1.)
According to the Shi-ji, the Shao-gong’s Yan was the
smallest and the weakest among the seven warring states, and it
was during the reign of King Zhao (昭 311-279 BCE), less
than ninety years prior to its downfall, that the Yan had
considerably expanded its territory toward the northeast. And
yet King Zhao somehow decided, presumably at the peak of
Yan’s military might, to move his court in the opposite
direction to Wuyang 武陽 near Yixian 易縣, located southwest
of the old capital Ji-cheng 薊城.22
This material raises a host of questions. First, how
could a “Yan” person named Wei Man appear sometime in
206-195 BCE wearing Dong-hu clothes complete with a
topknot? Second, had the (Northern) Yan’s territory ever
extended much beyond the present-day Hebei province or the
modern-day Luan River? Third, wasn’t there a Dong-hu
(Southern) Yan domain vis-a-vis the Han Chinese (Northern)

The Xianbei Yan and the Ye-maek Tungus
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傳 … 陳勝等起 天下叛秦 燕齊趙民
避地朝鮮數萬口 燕人衛滿 魋結夷
服 復來王之 韓傳…及綰反 入匈奴
燕人衛滿亡命 爲胡服…詣準降說準
求居西界

收中國亡命 令守西邊…

遂還攻準 準…走...居韓地 自號韓王
22

See Loewe and Shaughnessy (1999:

654, 664-5).

4.7. Tomb of Dancing at Ji’an (top) and
Duck-heung-ri, Kang-seo, Nam-po
(middle and bottom)
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Han Chinese Conquest of Ye-maek Chosun

Yan? Fourth, do the remains of the so-called “Yan Long Wall”
between Karachin Banner and Fu-xin have anything to do with
the Han Chainese (Northern) Yan? Fifth, wasn’t the Yan
“Long Wall,” mentioned in the Shi-ji, located at the exact place
where Shi-huang-di later constructed the Qin “Long Wall,”
duly serving as its ready-made base, and where the Great Wall
is now located? Sixth, prior to the Qin Kai’s exploits in 311
BCE, who had been occupying the area where the Yan
established five provinces? And finally, who did occupy the
Daling-he basin of the modern-day Liao-ning province after
the Qin Kai’s exploits?
CONFLICTS BETWEEN OLD YAN AND YE-MAEK CHOSUN

4.8. (top) Sam-sil-chong, Jian; and
(bottom) Deok-heung-ri, Kang-seo

4.8. Butcher’s Meat at the An-ak
Tomb No. 3, Hwang-hae-do

On the mainland China, both “low-carbon” wrought
iron and “high-carbon” cast iron were present from 500 BCE
onwards, and “medium-carbon” steel was common after 300
BCE. It is believed that the iron culture of China, in the form
of iron weapons, horse trappings, bits, axle caps, hoes,
plowshares, and sickles, was transmitted to Korea through Old
Yan c. 400 BCE.23 Artifacts found together with iron
implements in Korea proper include the finely wrought bronze
daggers (slender stabbing swords, the blade still being cast
separately from the hilt) and the Scytho-Siberian style animalshaped belt buckles.
The conflicts between Old Chosun and Old Yan that
were formally recorded in the Chinese dynastic chronicles
suggest a fairly intimate relationship (in the form of incessant
warfare, as usual between any good neighbors) having been
maintained between the Mongolic Xianbei and Tungusic Yemaek people. According to Barnes (1993: 152), the Yan
kingdom was the weakest of the seven major Late Zhou feudal
states, and yet produced a greater abundance of iron artifacts
than Qin, the strongest state, as manifested by the several iron
foundries excavated: “The earliest-known iron armor is also
from Yan, and this state has played a major role in initiating the
Korean iron Age around 400 BCE –only a century after iron
production became a viable industry on the Mainland itself.”
Nelson (1993: 174) notes that: “Iron artifacts were
produced in small furnaces which have been found along the
North Han River, dating to the third century BCE or earlier.
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These sites are all near sources of iron.” From the old Kaya
sites on the southern Korean coast, primitive iron-working
furnaces have been found and dated to 1st and 2nd centuries
BCE or even to 4th to 3rd centuries BCE by the presence of
early Yayoi-type pottery.24

The Xianbei Yan and the Ye-maek Tungus
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See Barnes (1993: 150).
Barnes (2001: 83-4)

漢書 卷六 武帝紀 第六 元封 二

年…朝鮮王攻殺遼東都尉 乃募天下
HAN CHINESE CONQUEST OF THE YE-MAEK CHOSUN

After the fall of Yan in 222 BCE, Old Chosun had so
grown in strength and territory as to interrupt, in the second
century BCE, the contact between the Former Han dynasty
and the petty walled town states of Chin (the later period
Three-Han) located south of the Han River in the Korean
peninsula. In early 109 BCE, the King of Chosun invaded
Liao-dong (located in the east of Luan River) and killed a Han
Chinese officer. Being seriously concerned about a possible
alliance with the Xiong-nu, Han Wu-di (141-87 BCE) launched
an attack on Chosun in the autumn. After a series of fierce
battles, the King of Chosun was killed in summer of 108 BCE,
enabling Wu-di to establish four commanderies, thus “severing
the left arm of the Xiong-nu.”25 Within three decades,
however, only the Le-lang commdandery in the Tae-dong River
basin remained (until about 313 CE, together with the Dai-fang
Commendery that was established by the Gong-sun rulers
some time between 206 and 220 CE).
108 BCE stands as the historical date of the Han
Chinese debouchment, for the first time in East Asian history,
into the lower basin of the modern-day Liao River and the
northwestern coast of the Korean peninsula. As a result, the
modern-day Liao River emerged in the twelfth century Di Li
Tu with the name of “Lesser” Liao River, while the modernday Luan River maintained the traditional name of Liao River.
After the fall of the Western Jin in 316 CE, the Han
Chinese settlers, who became isolated in the Liao River basin,
blended alternately with the Xianbei and the Tungus as
advantage dictated. The formal Han Chinese presence in the
Liao-dong area was repeated 350 years later during 668-755
under the Tang dynasty, 600 years thereafter during 1368-1644
under the Ming dynasty, and 300 years thereafter in 1949 under
the People’s Republic of China, adding up to a total of at most
840 years between 1,000 BCE and 2,000 CE. Most of the time,

死罪擊朝鮮 六月…秋…遣樓船將軍
…將應募罪人擊朝鮮

三年…夏 朝

鮮斬其王右渠降 以其地爲樂浪臨屯
玄道眞番郡
漢書 卷七十三 韋賢傳 第四 十三
孝武皇帝愍中國罷勞 無安寧之時...
北攘凶奴降昆邪十萬之衆 置五屬國
起朔方以奪其肥饒之地 東伐朝鮮起
玄菟樂浪以斷 凶奴之左臂
Wu-di sent two expeditions with 50,000
soldiers to cross the Gulf of Parhae
from Shan-dong and to march to attack
the capital of Chosun.
According to Yoon (1986: 46), it was
after 108 BCE that Liao-dong came to
mean east of the modern-day Liao
River instead of east of Luan River. See
also Lee (1984: 17).

4.9. Koguryeo A-cha-san
Fort No.4, Seoul
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The Ye-maek Puyeo and Koguryeo

26

See Lee (1984: 21-22).

Puyeo sounds similar to Buir, male
otter, in Buriat dialect. Gori sounds
similar to the Buriat dialect word
implying reindeer (caribou) and also to

the Liao-dong (east of the “Lesser” Liao River) had been a
land contested among the Turko-Mongol, (Murong-TuobaQidan) Xianbei and (Yemaek-Ruzhen) Tungus peoples. The
often abandoned frontier Chinese could survive by speaking
the Altaicized proto-Mandarin.

the name of a place between the lakes
of Baikal, Hulun and Buir.
27
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3. The Xianbei Yan Confronting the Ye-maek PuyeoKoguryeo

餘傳 … 於東夷地域最平敞 … 連日飮
食歌舞… 衣尙白 … 兄死妻嫂 與匈奴

THE YE-MAEK PUYEO

同俗…家家自有鎧仗…行道晝夜無老

Puyeo, together with Xiong-nu and Koguryeo, was
regarded as a potential menace to Wang Mang’s short-lived (823 AD) Xin dynasty. The first recorded instance of the Puyeo
king sending envoys to the Later Han court was 49 AD. 26 The
Dongyi-zhuan (of San-guo-zhi) gives a 930-letter description
of Puyeo as of the late third century. It is the first systematic
history on Puyeo appearing in the Chinese dynastic chronicles.
The following is a summary. 27
Puyeo borders Xianbei in the west, Yilou in the east,
Koguryeo in the south, and Nen-jiang (Nonni River) in the
north. Among the Eastern Barbarians, only the Puyeo occupies
the great plain, raising grains and livestock. The elders say that
their ancestors (from Kori, according to the foundation myth)
took refuge in this Ye-maek land a long time ago. Precious jade
artifacts are handed down from generation to generation in the
royal house. [It reminds us of the Hong-shan jade tradition.]
Government officials are designated after livestock such as
horse-ka[n], cow-ka[n], pig-ka[n] and dog-ka[n], the lower
official being in charge of several hundred households and the
higher one several thousand. When holding rites to the
Heavens in January, they drink, sing and dance every day. They
offer drinking cups to each other and ceremonially wash every
cup. Since every one keeps singing on the road, the sounds of
singing can be heard all day long. [They surely have enjoyed the
modern-day Kara-oke!] They adore white clothes, wearing caps
decorated with gold and silver, jackets with large sleeves,
trousers and leather shoes. Like the Xiong-nu, when an elder
brother dies, the younger one takes his wife. Keeping armor
and weapons in each house, all those ka people [the aristocratic

幼皆歌… 諸加自戰 下戶俱擔糧飮食
之 … 今夫餘庫有玉壁珪瓚數代物 …
蓋本濊貊之地
28

See Lee (1984: 22).

晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆…
率衆東伐夫餘 夫餘王依慮自殺 廆
夷其國城 驅萬餘人而歸…迎入依慮
之子爲王…遂復夫餘之國
資治通鑑 晋紀 穆帝 永和二年 夫
餘居于鹿山 爲百濟所侵 部落衰散
西徙近燕 而不設備 燕王皝 遣世子
儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪 慕輿根 三將
軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘 …虜其王玄及
部落五萬餘口 而還
晉書 卷一百十一 載記第十一 慕容
恪 皝使恪與儁俱伐夫餘 儁居中指
授而已 恪身當矢石 推鋒而進 所嚮
輒潰
When Huang sent Ke, together with
Jun, on an expedition against the
Puyeo, Jun restricted himself to
directing the operations from his
headquarters, while Ke personally
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clans] engage in fighting, while the lower classes supply food
for them. They bury the living, sometimes amounting to a
hundred people, with the dead. As the Xianbei and Koguryeo
became stronger during the last years of the Later Han dynasty,
the Gong-sun ruler (c. 204-238) married a daughter of his
family member to the king of Puyeo.
Murong Hui (r. 285-333) invaded Puyeo in 285 and
returned with ten thousand prisoners, provoking Ui-ryeo, the
king of Puyeo, to commit suicide. Ui-ryeo’s son then ascended
the throne. In 346, Murong Huang dispatched three of his
sons, including the crown prince, with 17,000 cavalrymen to
attack the Puyeo, capturing the king and fifty thousand
prisoners. King Kwaggaeto (r. 391-413) of Koguryeo
subjugated the Puyeo in 410. Squeezed by the Tuoba-Xianbei
in the west and also by the Sushen-Mohe in the east, the Puyeo
royal house surrendered itself to Koguryeo in 494.28
The area where the Song-hua River and the Nen-jiang
come together is highly fertile agricultural land, and a
continuation of the Liao region, because the drainages are
separated by only low hills. The entire area constitutes the vast
Dong-bei (Northeast) Plain. According to Di Cosmo (2002:
72), a rich inventory of iron knives, daggers, and armor dating
to the ninth century BC were found along the Amur River, and
“there are indications that relations existed between
Transbaikalia and the Chinese northeast [implying the Dongbei
Plain], possibly following the ancient routes of communication
through the forests of Manchuria and on the large waterways
that run north to south: the Song-hua, Nonni, and Liao
Rivers.” As is visible on maps of the region, the waterways
flowing from Argun to Amur and from Nonni to Song-hua
might well have constituted an alternative route to the low
sections in Greater Xing’an Range.

The Xianbei Yan and the Ye-maek Tungus

braved the arrows and stones of the
enemy. Advancing with the vanguard,
he broke through the lines of the
enemy.

廣開土王碑文
卄年庚戌 [410] 東夫餘舊是鄒牟王
屬民 中叛不貢 王躬率往討 軍到餘
城而餘□國駭...王恩普覆 於是旋還
三國史記 高句麗本紀 第七 文咨明
王三年[494] 夫餘王及妻孥以國來降

th

4.10. Early 4 Century Koguryeo
Gilt-bronze Stirrup
Chil-seong-san Tomb No. 96, Jian
29
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句麗在遼東之東千里 南與朝鮮濊貊
東與沃沮 北與夫餘接…其人性凶急
喜寇鈔 … 言語諸事 多與夫餘同 … 本
有五族 … 本涓奴部爲王 … 今桂婁部
代之 … 絶奴部世與王婚 … 坐食者萬
餘口 …其民喜歌舞 … 金銀財幣 盡於
送死 積石爲封 … 其馬皆小 便登山
國人有氣力 習戰鬪 沃沮東濊皆屬
焉 … 出好弓 所謂貊弓是也 王莽初

THE YE-MAEK KOGURYEO

發高句麗兵以伐胡[匈奴] … 爲寇盜

The Dongyi-zhuan also gives a brief description of
Koguryeo. Being located in a mountainous valley, Koguryeo is
always short of foodstuffs. The Koguryeo people are quick
tempered and ferocious, and fond of pillaging. Their language
and customs are similar to those of Puyeo, but their clothing
and temperament are somewhat different. Their king comes

… 王莽 … 布告天下 更名高句麗爲下

句麗… 順桓之間 復犯遼東 … 又攻西
安平 于道上殺帶方令 略得 樂浪太
守妻子…景初二年…司馬宣…討公孫
淵 宮遣...將數千人助軍 正 始 三 年
宮寇西安平

Murong-Xianbei Yan Confronting Ye-maek Koguryeo

遼史 地理志一 上京臨潢府 本漢遼
東郡西安平之地…又有…黑河…天險
足 以爲固 地沃宜耕植 水草便畜牧
In Koguryeo, the hereditary warrior
aristocracy did not work in the fields but
devoted itself to training for combat,
pursuing periodic raiding of neighbors
and extracting regular tributes in order
to supplement the deficient resources
that could be acquired from its own
mountainous terrain. Koguryeo allowed
the conquered tribal chieftains to retain
their authority and levied tribute through
them. The conquered Ok-cheo people
carried cloth, fish, salt, and other local
products on their backs to Koguryeo,
over a distance of more than 200 miles.
See Lee (1984: 24).
30

“Attacks launched on Chinese

installations and officials by the king of
Koguryeo in 106 CE forced a
withdrawal of Han authority to the west,
near the commandery of Liao-dong. …
About 175 a separatist regime was
established … by Gong-sun du … His
strength and degree of independence
were such that he could require
acknowledgement from the king of
Koguryeo, and even from the leaders of
the Puyeo ...” Quotes from Twitchett
and Loewe (1986: 450).
31

32

Cf. Di Cosmo (2002: 43).

The following is the record of Zi-zhi-

tong-jian [313-6 CE]. The Le-lang and
Dai-fang districts on the border of
Koguryeo were governed by a Han
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from one of the five aristocratic clans, and always takes his
queen from a specific clan. The ruling clans never work in the
fields, and the lower classes supplied them with foodstuffs.
They enjoy singing and dancing every night, and hold rites to
Heaven in October. They construct tombs by piling up stones,
spending enormous resources. They are strong and adept in
warfare, producing excellent bows and conquering all the Yemaek people. Their horses are small and adept at climbing
mountains. Wang Mang attempted to use the Koguryeo troops
to attack the Xiong-nu, but the Koguryeo soldiers merely
plundered local provinces. During the second century (125-67
AD), Koguryeo frequently invaded Liao-dong. On its way to
attack Xian-ping –an attack recorded, but without a specific
date, in the Dongyi-zhuan records-- the Koguryeo army killed
the Governor of Dai-fang and captured the wife and children
of the Governor of Le-lang. In 242, King Dong-cheon (22748) of Koguryeo pillaged Xian-ping.29 Xian-ping was the place
where the Liao dynasty established its Supreme Capital.
In 204, Le-lang passed into the hands of a warlord
family named Gong-sun, which had consolidated power in the
Liao-dong, and established the Dai-fang commandery some
time between 204 and 220 out of the southern portion of Lelang.30 Koguryeo started fighting against the independent
Gong-sun rulers. In 237, the Gong-sun ruler proclaimed
himself the king of Yan. According to the Dongyi-zhuan,
when the (Cao Cao’s) Wei army attacked the Gong-sun in 238,
the Koguryeo king dispatched several thousand soldiers and
helped the Wei army. The Le-lang and Dai-fang commanderies
were taken over by the Cao Cao’s Wei (220-265), and then by
the Western Jin (265-316).
In Puyeo and Koguryeo, kings were at first chosen by
some sort of elective process, a la the Xianbei tradition,
alternating the kingship among important tribal leaders. (The
same practice appeared also in Silla.) Furthermore, even when
the right to the throne became permanently secured by a single
royal clan in Koguryeo, the system of succession was often
lateral. Upon the death of King Koguk-chon in 197, his
younger brother married the widowed queen and became King
San-sang. The practice of marrying a sister-in-law originated in
the custom of Puyeo and Xiong-nu.
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In Puyeo, the shift to lineal succession is suggested by
the records of the King Ui-ryo (?-285 CE) succeeding his
father on the throne at the age of six. The father-to-son
succession is recorded in Koguryeo from the reign of King
San-sang (197-227 CE). Even then, the queen was drawn from
an important non-royal ruling clan. The political authority
often lay in the hands of the senior members of the royal clan
or of the aristocratic clan from which the queens were drawn.
The Puyeo and the Koguryeo were not nomads, and yet
somehow they had retained nomadic social formations of a
martial flavor and maintained an aristocratic class whose main
occupation had been the practice of war.31

The Xianbei Yan and the Ye-maek Tungus

Chinese named Zhang Tong from Liaodong. For years the two districts
suffered from invasions by the king of
Koguryeo, but they were unable to stop
the raids. A friend of Zhang Tong from
Le-lang persuaded him to join Murong
with his Chinese settlers, more than a
thousand families. Murong Hui thereby
established the district of Le-lang for
Zhang Tong. See Schreiber (1949-55:
409).

資治通鑑 卷八十八 晉紀十 愍帝
[313-6 CE] 十三 遼東張統據樂浪帶

MURONG-XIANBEI YAN CONFRONTING YE-MAEK KOGURYEO

方二郡 與高句麗王乙弗利相攻 連

During the third century, Koguryeo was still
entrenched in the Hun-Yalu river valleys. In the late third
century, the Murong tribe of Xianbei moved down into the
Liao River basin and cut off Le-lang from the Jin empire. The
Samguk-sagi records frequent armed conflicts between the
Koguryeo and the Murong Xianbei from 293 to 296. In 311,
the Xiong-nu sacked the Jin capital at Luo-yang, and Koguryeo
took over the Le-lang commandery in 313. In 319, Koguryeo,
in coalition with two Xianbei tribes, Yu-wen and Duan,
attacked Murong Hui (r. 285-333), but was defeated by the
troops led by Hui and his son Huang. Hui let another son Jen
defend Liao-dong. 32 In 320, the Koguryeo army attacked Liaodong but was beaten back. The armed conflicts between the
Xianbei and Koguryeo continued from 339 to 343.
Zi-zhi-tong-jian records the advice of Murong Han
given to his brother, Huang (r. 333-49): “Our nearest
neighbors, the Koguryeo, are always vigilant. They know that as
soon as we have annihilated the Yu-wen, we will attack them.
Therefore, if we move to invade the territory of Yu-wen, they
surely would attack our country while our army is abroad. Were
we to leave a few of our troops to guard the home country, the
army of Koguryeo would ravage the country. Were we to leave
a sufficient number of troops to prevent an invasion, our
expeditionary army would be too weak to conquer the Yu-wen.
We should, therefore, first conquer Koguryeo.”
Huang invaded Koguryeo in 342-3 with forty

年不解 樂浪王遵說統 帥其民千餘
家歸廆 廆爲之置樂浪郡 以統爲太
守遵參軍事
晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆…
陰結高句麗及宇文段國等 謀滅廆以
分其地 太興初 [318-21] 三國伐廆…
明年 高句麗寇遼東 廆遣衆擊敗之
In 319, the Koguryeo, Duan, and Yuwen jointly attacked the Murong. When
the three armies approached Ji-cheng,
Hui remained in the capital city with his
army, and sent an ambassador to the
Yu-wen with presents. The Koguryeo
and Duan were convinced that there
was a plot afoot, and went home with
their armies. The lone army of Yu-wen
was then defeated by the Hui.

三國史記 高句麗本紀 第五 美川王
二十年 [319] 我及段氏宇文氏 使共
攻慕容廆 三國進攻棘城 廆閉門自
守...二國疑宇文氏與廆有謀 各引兵
歸...廆以其子仁鎭遼東...王數遣兵寇
遼東 慕容廆遣慕容翰慕容仁伐之

Murong-Xianbei Yan Confronting Ye-maek Koguryeo
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資治通鑑 卷第九十七 晉紀 十九

成帝...翰言於皝曰

宇文彊盛日久...

今若擊之 百擧百克 然高句麗 去國
密邇 常有闚覦之志 彼知宇文亡 禍
將及己 必乘虛深入 掩吾不備 若少
留兵 則不足以守 多留兵則不足以
行 此心腹之患也 宜先除之...高句
麗之地 不可戍守 今其主亡民散 潛
伏山谷 大軍旣去必 復鳩聚 收其餘
燼...請載其父尸 囚其生 母而歸 俟
其束身自歸 然後返之 撫以恩信 策
之上也 皩從之
See Schreiber (1949-55: 466-8).
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遼史 卷四十九 志第十八 禮志一

遼本朝鮮故壤 箕子八條之敎 流風
遺俗 蓋有存者
According to the Ye Section of Dong-yi
Zhuan, Ki-ja (Ji-zi) in Chosun had
formulated the Eight Clauses of
Instruction and educated the people.
The Ye Section further records that,
about forty generations after Ki-ja
[c. 323 BCE, when the ruler of Yan
assumed the title of king],
the Lord of Chosun, named Jun,
arrogated kingship to himself.
Lee and de Barry (1997: 29) notes:
“… the eight articles observed in Old
Chosun, of which only three –
stipulations against murder, bodily
injury, and theft—are known today.”

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 濊傳
昔箕子旣適朝鮮 作八條之敎 以敎
之 無門戶之閉而 民不爲盜 其後四
十餘世 朝鮮候准僭號稱王
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thousand of his elite soldiers, and captured its capital Hwan-do.
At that time, Huang was further advised by one of his generals:
“It is impossible to keep Koguryeo occupied. The king
managed to escape and the people are scattered and hidden in
the mountains. Upon our departure they will emerge from their
hiding places and gather together. Let us take Chao’s mother
along as prisoner, and remove the corpse of his father to Longcheng. Under such circumstances Chao [King Ko-guk-won]
will beg for the restoration of his parents. Then you may return
the corpse of his father and may treat Chao with kindness and
give him your confidence. In my opinion this is the best way of
handling Koguryeo.” Huang gave his consent. 33
According to the Samguk-sagi, Koguryeo mounted an
attack on Liao-dong in 385; the Later Yan army invaded Liaodong and took five thousand households to Liao-xi in 400; the
Koguryeo army invaded an area north-east of Chao-yang in
402; and the king of Later Yan attacked Liao-dong in 405.
We see the replay of an intimate relationship (i.e.,
armed conflicts) between the Mongolic Xianbei and Ye-maek
Tungus. The name of the Ye-maek Tungus antagonist changed
from Chosun to Koguryeo, but the name of the Xianbei
opponent stayed identical, “Yan.”
According to Farris (1998: 77), the Xianbei learned to
use the stirrup c. 300 CE (at first slung over only the left side
of the animal), and “the first Koreans to use the horse in
combat were soldiers of Koguryeo doing battle with the
Xianbei.” The technique of using stirrups seems to have
entered the Korean peninsula courtesy of the incessant fighting
between the Xianbei and Koguryeo. It is interesting to recall
that iron-making technology was also transferred through the
conflicts between the Old Yan and Old Chosun c. 400-300
BCE.
The incessant fighting between the Mongolic Xianbei
and Ye-maek Tungus seems to have generated a strong enough
cultural assimilation between these two peoples as to find in
the History of Liao the statement that the Oidan Liao, the
descendants the Xianbei, had originated from the old Chosun
land, having the identical customs and tradition of “the Ki-ja
(Ji-ji)’s Eight Clauses of Instruction” as the Chosun. 34
Culturally and linguistically, the western Manchuria
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that produced the Murong-Xianbei Yan (349-408), TuobaXianbei Wei (386-534) and Qidan-Xianbei Liao (916-1125)
dynasties is regarded as Mongolic, while the eastern Manchuria
that produced the Ruzhen Kin and Manchu Qing dynasties is
regarded as “Mohe-Ruzhen” Tungusic. I regard the central
Manchuria that produced Puyeo, Chosun and Koguryeo as
“Ye-maek” Tungusic. I also regard the Three Han people of
the southern peninsula as an early offshoot of the Ye-maek
Tungus.

4. The Yemaek Cousins in the Southern Peninsula:
Paekche, Silla and Kaya

Squeezed by the Xianbei in the west and the MoheRuzhen Tungus in the east, a large number of the Ye-maek
Tungus of central Manchuria were destined to join their
peninsular cousins, who had decided a long time ago to make
their living by cultivating rice. Few people know that the
Manchu rulers of the Qing dynasty included all of the Three
Han people of the Korean peninsula in the “Origin of the
Manchus” (Man-zhou Yuan-liu).
The states of the Ye-maek Tungus were initially
formed through the confederation of clan leaders and tribal
chiefs, as shown by the five tribe federation in Puyeo and
Koguryeo, and the six tribe federation in Silla and Kaya. There
were eight large clans in Paekche as well. The loose tribal
confederations evolved into centralized monarchies of
hereditary kingship. The organization of a tribal federation
resulted in a hierarchy of hereditary official ranks and the
institution of a council of nobles to deliberate important
matters.
The Ye-maek people believed in shamanism. The use
of such a title as Cha-cha-ung (chief shaman) to designate the
title of kings in old Silla reflects the influence of shamanism.35
Buddhism was introduced to Koguryeo in 372, to Paekche in
384, and to Silla in 527. In its dissemination, Buddhism
absorbed a great number of shamanist beliefs.

4.11. Bok-cheon-dong Tombs, Pusan.
Constructed during 4th and 5th century,
but more “standardized” armors dated

THREE HAN STATES RECORDED IN THE DONG-YI ZHUAN

4th century. (NRICP, 2001: 508-9)
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35

See Lee and deBary (1997: 29).

They quote the Han-shu to note the
custom of offering one’s wife to an
esteemed guest that was practiced in
Old Chosun and later in Silla until the
reign of King Mun-mu (661-81).
36

三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸

鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳 韓在帶方
之南 有三種 一曰馬韓 二曰辰韓
三曰弁韓 辰韓者 古之辰國也 馬
韓在西…伯濟國…桓靈之末 (146-89)
韓濊彊盛 郡縣不能制 民多流入韓
國 建安中 (196-220) 公孫康分屯有
縣以南荒地爲帶方郡…景初中 (2379) 明帝..越海定二郡

諸韓國臣智加

賜邑君印綬…自服印綬衣幘千有餘人
…不知乘牛馬 牛馬盡於送死..常以五

月 下種訖 祭鬼神 羣聚歌舞飮酒晝
夜無休 其舞數十人 俱起相隨踏 地
低昂 手足相應…十月農功畢 亦復
如之 信鬼神 國邑立一人主 祭天神
名之天君

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, there were 78 states
in the Three Han (i.e., the old Chin) area, and their people bred
horses, produced silk, and enjoyed drinking, singing and
dancing. In the fifth month when the sowing was finished, and
also in the tenth month when the farm work was finished, they
sacrificed to their ghosts, spirits and the Lord of Heaven. They
sang and danced day and night without ceasing. In their
dancing, dozens of men formed a line and, looking upward
and downward as they stomp the ground, they moved hands
and feet in concert with a rhythm. Among these states, Paekche
was in Ma-han area, Saro [Silla] was in Chin-han area, and Kuya
[Kaya] was in Pyun-han area. Chin-han was the old Chin. The
Dongyi-zhuan states that the Pyun-han people were adept at
infantry warfare, and every one of those 12 Pyun-han states
“also” had a king. The Dongyi-zhuan records that both the
Chin-han and Pyon-han people practice horseriding, but
somehow contends that the Ma-han people do not know
horseriding and hence use horses only for immolation.36
The Dongyi-zhuan has told us that the Puyeo people
drank, sang and danced every day, alleging that, since every one
kept singing on the road, the sounds of singing could be heard
all day long, while the Koguryeo people enjoyed singing and
dancing every night. It is now telling us that the Three Han
people enjoyed drinking, singing and dancing day and night.

辰 韓傳…其 言 語 不 與 馬 韓同 …始有
HAN CHINESE STRATEGY TO DISCOURAGE TRIBAL

六國

UNIFICATION
弁辰傳…狗邪國…斯盧國…土地肥美
宜種五穀及稻

曉蠶桑…乘駕牛馬…

俗喜飮酒歌舞 有瑟…便步戰 兵仗
與馬韓同… 與 辰 韓 雜 居 亦 有 城 郭
衣服居處與辰韓同 言語法俗相似…
十二國亦有王
37

欽定 滿洲源流考

卷首諭旨 後漢書三韓傳謂辰韓人兒
生欲令頭匾押之以石 夫兒初墮地豈
堪以石押頭奇說甚悖於理 國朝舊俗
兒生數日置臥具 令兒仰寢其中久而
腦骨 自平頭形似匾斯乃習以自然無

To prevent unity on the steppe à la Mao-dun’s empire,
the Later Han court had tried to encourage the fragmentation
of nomadic tribes by providing titles and subsidies directly to
the numerous tribal leaders. The Chinese frontier officials let
each Xianbei leader participate in the tributary system
individually, receiving titles and gifts appropriate to their rank,
as well as the right to trade. The Han-Wei-Jin officials stationed
at the Le-lang and Dai-fang commanderies also granted
numerous independent tribal chiefs of peninsular walled-town
states titular office and rank, official seals, ceremonial attire,
and precious gifts of Chinese origin on an individual basis.
Through the military outposts such as these, the Han Chinese
court tried to convince the “barbarians” (including petty
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Xianbei tribes) of the great material gains and prestige
garnered from nominal submission. It was the traditional Han
Chinese policy designed to discourage political union among
petty tribal chiefs in “barbarian” lands and disrupt any possible
unification movement among them.
The Dongyi-zhuan records that, by the late second
century (c. 146-89), the (Ye or Ye-maek) Han states became too
strong to be effectively controlled by the Le-lang commandery.
As a result, a large number of Le-lang people defected to the
Han states, likely implying Paekche state around the Han River
basin. The period specified corresponds to the reign of King
Chogo (166-214) in Paekche.
Saro (Silla) in the Chin-han area was founded on the
Kyung-ju plain by six native tribes. The Kaya (Karak)
federation emerged from the twelve Pyun-han walled-town
states, but it never reached the same level of political
centralization and territorial extension as Silla and Paekche.
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足爲異辰韓或亦類… 曲爲之解甚矣
其妄也 若夫三韓命名第列辰韓馬韓
弁韓而不詳其意義 當時三國必有三
汗各統其一 史家不知汗爲君長之稱
遂以音詞誤譯 而庸鄙者甚至訛韓爲
族姓…有三韓 訂謬之作惜未令 人
盡讀之而共喩耳若
卷七 部族 完顔 五代 金史世紀
金之先出靺鞨氏古肅愼地也..金之始
祖 初從高麗來 按通考及大金國志
云 本自新羅來姓完顔氏 新羅王金
姓 相傳數十世則金之自新羅來 無
疑建國之名...史家附會之詞未足憑耳
居完顔部
三國志 魏書卷三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷
傳 弁辰傳 兒生便以石壓其頭 欲其

EMPEROR QIAN-LONG DWELLS ON THREE HAN PEOPLE

In his edict commissioning the Researches on Manchu
Origins (Man-zhou Yuan-liu Gao), the emperor Qian-long of
Qing noted the confusion in the Chinese records over the
names of the Three Hans in Korean peninsula. The Chinese
historians simply had not known that “Han” was a term for a
leader. With only guesses to guide them, they had somehow
come to the conclusion that “Han” was a word for a lineage, a
notion that “is not worth a moment’s attention.” Such crude
usage, having once taken root, was very hard to dislodge. Qianlong offered another example of such crude usage.37 According
to the History of the Later Han, the Chin-han people had the
peculiar practice of using stones to flatten the skulls of their
infants. [Dong-yi-zhuan also records that the Chin-han people
used stones to flatten their infants’ skulls, and consequently
their heads were all flat.] Emperor Qian-long thought such a
description simply ludicrous and contrary to all common sense.
Qian-long stated that it was an old custom of the Manchus that
infants more than a few days old were confined to their cradles
in such a way that over the course of time the posterior portion
of the skull did indeed become flat. Apparently the Chin-han
people had the same custom. Regrettably for historians, they

褊 今辰韓人皆褊頭
Crossley (1997: 20) notes that the
curved, hanging cradle of the Manchus
often flattened the backs of infants’
heads that was later imagined to be a
“genetic” quality of the Manchus.
38

Crossley (1997: 124) somehow

replaced “Chin-han” with “Sushen” in
her translation of the Qian-long’s edict.
She should have explained that the
skulls of ancient “Chin-han” people
were flat in the back as were the skulls
of the Manchus because they used the
same distinctive cradles as the
Manchus and their cultural cousins.
39

40

Barnes (2001: 86)
King Mun-mu (661-82) of Silla

claimed descent from the last King of
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Pon (Keum-kwan) Kaya and a 15

th

generation from the founder of the Kaya
Federation, King Suro (r.42-?).

left no records of their customs so that their progeny might
have an informed view of their traditions rather than engaging
in the sort of groundless speculation that fueled in
preposterous notions. The Manchus and their immediate
predecessors in the Northeast, the emperor Qian-long went on
to emphasize, had also been subjected to just such
mistreatment in the Chinese records. During the Ming period
in particular, “propagandists of the most scandalous
inclinations picked over every word, every line, every
paragraph, with no object other than to defame.” The scholars
of the time, after all, had been only dogs barking in the service
of their masters (see Crossley, 1999, pp. 301-2).38
The Qing rulers believed not only that the imperial
Aisin (Golden) Gioro lineage of the Qing dynasty were of the
same people as the imperial Kin (Golden) Ruzhens, but also
that the founder of the Kin dynasty had originally come from
Silla and, consequently, the Silla royal surname “Golden”
became their dynastic name.
THE PROTO-THREE KINGDOM PERIOD

4.12. Kaya iron helmet and body armor
from the pit-style stone chamber tombs
of Sang-baek-ri 上栢里, Ham-yang

咸陽 (top, date not ascertained); and
Jisan-dong Tomb No. 32, Koryung
(middle and bottom, dated early fifth
century) See NRICP (2001: 613, 1117).

According to the Samguk-yusa, the (pre-Kaya) ancient
title for the Pyun-han tribal chiefs was “Khan 干.” The Silla
court also used the Mongol title of “Khagan 角干.” According
to the Samguk-saki, the title of General Kim Yu-sin was
“Great Khagan.”
Earthen pits containing iron shields, weapons and
tools, Former Han Dynasty mirrors, lacquered knife sheathes
and bronze artifacts dated to about 100 AD were found in the
Kyung-ju area.39 As far as Paekche and Silla are concerned,
however, the absence of more impressive archeological
evidence of elite culture (in the form of, say, large mounded
tombs and prestige grave goods), and also the absence of any
systematic records in the Chinese dynastic chronicles, have led
many historians to believe that the third century was still a
formative period during which the Paekche and Silla were
progressing from walled-town states toward full-fledged (spatiallydefined, not racially-defined) nation states. Many historians
indeed regard the period prior to 300 CE in Korean proper as
the Proto Three Kingdom Period.
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POWER AND AFFLUENCE OF KAYA STATES

The southeastern peninsula possessed fertile land with
rich deposits of iron ore and sufficient rainfall for rice
cultivation. The Pyun-han people had been cultivating rice and
steaming it in plain Mumun (and later in stoneware) pottery for
nearly two millennia when they at last crossed over the sea c.
300 BCE to commence the Yayoi Era on the Japanese islands.
According to the Dongyi-zhuan, the Pyun-han people had
supplied iron ingots to the Wa people [i.e., their Yayoi cousins].
There seems to have been a heavy traffic of comings and
goings between the Pyun-han people in the Nak-tong River
basin and their cousins in northern Kyūshū throughout the
600-year Yayoi period. It is quite possible that the first nontrivial landing of Malayo-Polynesian DNA on the southern
peninsula was occasioned by the Yayoi traffic between Kyūshū
and Pyun-han area.
Social stratification of the southern coastal societies
into elite and commoner categories is evident in the
construction of large tomb mounds (namely the Ko-ryung one
with 32 meters in diameter) built on the ridges, the practice of
immolation (of both human and horse), and the burial of
prestigious grave goods such as gilt-bronze crowns, ringpommeled swords, and earrings in the main stone-lined pitchambers and iron armor in the accessory chambers. The
various archeological artifacts (including horse trappings,
riveted iron helmet and cuirass, horse armor, iron ingots, iron
tools, stoneware, vessels, knives and arrowheads) excavated
from the tombs of the Kaya rulers further suggest a
remarkable military strength and material affluence of
individual Kaya walled-town states, though the entire Kaya
federation was destined, by the mid-sixth century, to be
conquered by Silla. The latest archeological discoveries,
especially the first iron body armor in East Asia, have
encouraged historians to see the Kaya states in a new light. The
Kaya people were absorbed by Silla, producing a maternal
ancestor of Silla kings (c. 632). The royal Kaya line was
absorbed into the royal line of the Silla dynasty.40
Many Japanese historians discredit the Karak Kukki
foundation date of the mid-1st century because there is no
inscriptions found yet that declares “this is a Kaya site”
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41

See Barnes (2001: 186).

42

Iron body armors and helmets (for

both man or horse) dated to the 4

th

century were excavated at the Bokcheon-dong and Yang-dong-ri (良洞里
Kim-hae) sites. Those excavated at the
Chil-san-dong (七山洞 Kim-hae), Okjeon (玉田 Hap-cheon), and Do-hangri (道項里 Ham-an) sites are dated to
c.350-450 (see NRICP, 2001).

4.13. Iron helmet and body armor from
Funayama 熊本船山 Tomb
(top, dated late fifth century and early
sixth century); and Ken-ja-ki Nagadoro-nishi 群馬縣劍崎長瀞西 Kofun
(bottom, dated late fifth century).
See 日本古墳大辭典
(2002: 178-9, 422).
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See Barnes (2001: 134-44, 196).

4.14. Gold Ornaments excavated at
Paekche (1) the Tomb of King Munyung, Kong-ju; and Silla (2) Kyo-dong,
(3) Cheon-ma-chong, and
(4) Hwang-nam-dong, Kyung-ju.
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established during that period, and because the archeological
evidence already excavated in the Kaya area that indicates the
existence of an elite ruling class capable of producing a king
“should be dated,” though based fairly arbitrarily on relative
and intuitive chronologies, to the late-3rd century and never
earlier.41 At the same time, they do not hesitate to claim the
existence of the mighty Yamato kingdom, despite the absence
of any such exacting evidence as they demand for the Kaya.
In the Japanese islands, a few helmets and cuirasses
formed of vertical iron plates tied together with leather thongs
have been found in Early Tomb Period (c. 300-75) sites, after
which there began to appear the cuirass made of iron plates
sewn together horizontally. Only after c. 425 in the Japanese
islands did riveting replace leather binding as a means of
fastening the pieces of a cuirass or helmet together. A new type
of visored helmet became popular (until about 500, when
leather-bound lamellar armor began to replace the visored
helmet and cuirasses of all types). According to Farris (1998:
75-6), “lamellar armor, the visored helmet, and riveting all came
from the peninsula.” Barnes (2001: 142) notes that: a “riveted
vertical-plated cuirass has been recovered from Bok-cheondong tomb No. 46, dated to the 4th century; if this dating is
accurate, this is the earliest incidence of riveting in either Korea
or Japan.”42
Many Japanese historians, however, try to explain the
discovery of iron armor and helmets in “the 5th century”
tombs on the Japanese islands as proof of subjugation of “the
4th century” helmeted and armored peninsular warriors by the
then-bareheaded, naked, insular warriors, led by the ghost of
3rd century Dongyi-zhuan queen, Pimihu.43
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Appendix 4.1. The So-called “Ming” Knife Coin 明刀錢

Production of the pointed knife coins of bronze with
a smooth curve down the back began in the Middle Zhou
period (c. 770-600 BCE). They have the closest style to genuine
knives. The practice of using bronze knife money spread from
the Qi 齊 state of eastern Shandong peninsula region into the
north-central Mainland. In the Late Zhou period, several
eastern states were manufacturing knife-shaped coins of
bronze in distinct styles. The three-character Qi knife bears
characters reading “Qi Fa Huo” which loosely translates to
“the authorized currency of Qi.” The reverse generally has a
single character, but there are a number of different types
known. Some believe that these were the earliest knife form,
while others believe that these were one of the last forms of
knife money, having been cast probably after 300 BCE.
The so-called “Ming” knife coins do not have pointed
tips, and have pointed or mildly curved back. They do not bear
a mint name. They are found over a wide area of Liao-xi and
Northern Korea. These are by far the most common of all
knife coins and must have been cast in vast numbers. Park
(2000) shows that the so-called Ming knife coins that were
manufactured c. 300-100 BCE are excavated in abundance at
the Upper Xiajia-dian sites around Chi-feng and Chao-yang in
the west of the Liao River (and as far down as Cheng-de and
Luan-ping along the Luan River), and also excavated in
abundance, conspicuously together with narrow-bladed bronze
daggers, in the Liao-dong area and northwestern region of the
Korean peninsula, but almost none of them are excavated in
the west of the Luan River and below the Great Wall.
The knife coins excavated from the capital of Shaogong’s Yan, Ji-cheng (Beijing), unlike the so-called Ming knife
coin, mostly have pointed tips with smooth curve down the
back without bearing any pictograph.
There were, however, two distinct types of the socalled Ming knife coins, the first of which having a “Yan”
pictograph, and the second having a “Ming” pictograph. Both
types have many different reverse inscriptions that give no
indications of mint name or denominations. According to
Zhang (2004), the knife coin with pictograph “(0))” ---which

4.15. Knife Coins
(top) with pointed tips from Beijing area;
(middle) with Yan “(0))” pictograph;
(bottom) with Ming “(0” pictograph

The So-called “Ming” Knife Coin
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depicts an eye and should be read as Yan 燕, 匽--- was
manufactured in the Yan State, and the knife coin with “(0” --which should be read as Ming 明, indicating the Ming
Barbarians of Kija (Ji-zi) 箕子之明夷, i.e., the Chosun State--was manufactured in Chosun. An unanswered question is the
fact that the excavation sites of both types of knife coins
overlap considerably, as if the Korea proper and Liao-xi had
formed a common currency area.
These findings may imply that the knife coins with
the Ming-pictograph were manufactured, together with
narrow-bladed bronze daggers, by the Ye-maek Chosun (called
the Ming Barbarians), and the knife coins with the Yanpictograph were manufactured by the Dong-hu (Southern)
Yan, while the Shao-gong’s (Northern) Yan State, centered at
the modern Beijing area, did not produce either type of knife
coins. At least one thing seems to be certain; the Shao-gong’s
Yan at Beijing (Ji-cheng), Hebei, did not belong to the common
currency area.

4.16. Excavation stites of 明刀錢
(top) so-called “Ming” Knife Coin sites;
(middle) Narrow-bladed Bronze Dagger
sites; and (bottom) boundary of the socalled “Ming” Knife Coin Sites with or
without narrow-bladed bronze daggers.
Park (2000: 11, 64, 66)
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